How to avoid a drama turning into a crisis

In this article, Zoe Robinson, Kaplan’s T4 Content Specialist and co-author of ‘A student’s guide to writing business reports’ shows how the development of basic skills should deliver success, regardless of what transpires in the exam hall.

A review of posts to various discussion forums in the days following a T4 Case Study exam shows that they are infrequently liked by students. But what is it that students feel concerned about and do they really have a need to worry?

It’s true that the prioritisation of issues isn’t always clear cut. It’s also true that there are often plenty of calculations, all of which require you to draw on your technical knowledge. But are these factors really enough to declare this The T4 Case Study as an “impossible exam”?

Absolutely not! What CIMA has achieved in this paper is exactly what is demanded in a final level case study-style exam; something that gives students an opportunity to demonstrate how they will perform in their role as a newly qualified accountant. In real life issues don’t fall into neat little boxes. It won’t always be easy to prioritise issues and you will need to draw on technical knowledge that you might not have reviewed for quite some time.

So what does this mean for students who are about to attempt the T4 case study exam? Firstly, I would say expect more of the same. The T4 Examiner is the ‘keeper of the keys’; an important role for the future success of CIMA. They can’t let just anyone put the ACMA letters after their name, and you wouldn’t want them to. If they did, the well regarded and respected qualification that you’ve been studying so hard for would be worthless. But “more of the same” does not mean that students should be fearful. The good news is that, regardless of what comes up in any T4 exam, there is a core set of skills that, if demonstrated and applied, will deliver success. The purpose of this article is to highlight these skills, and show you how to achieve success when you attempt this final hurdle.

One theme you’ll see running throughout this article is reference to the assessment criteria; and it’s worth mentioning this as a separate point. An understanding and appreciation of the criteria against which your script will be marked is one of the most important pieces of knowledge you will take into the exam. As a reminder, the criteria are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill</th>
<th>Marks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritisation</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judgement</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We’ll make reference to these as we go through each of the skills outlined below.

1. Strategic and financial analysis

On every exam there will be five technical marks and 15 application marks available. To score well in these criteria students should aim to use five technical models or frameworks to help analyse the issues presented, as well as complete two or perhaps three sets of calculations. Students should always present a SWOT analysis.
This advice is fairly formulaic; it suggests that the exam can be passed by simply ticking boxes on a sheet. Such an attitude won’t always lead to success so let me present another, more skilful approach.

Imagine that preparing your report is like constructing a house; the walls are represented by your judgement on the impact of the issues and alternative courses of action, the roof represents your recommendations. In this context, your technical models and calculations, perhaps better referred to as strategic and financial analysis, should be regarded as the foundations. Without a sound application of strategic models and without preparing accurate calculations, your judgement and recommendations will not hold up.

So, instead of walking into the exam hall with a list of technical models that you’re going to fit to the issues, no matter what comes up, try reversing it; try to take a more skilful approach. For every issue you’re presented with, ask yourself “which technical model can I use to help me understand the impact of this issue or to help me identify alternative courses of action?”

To improve your financial analysis you need to practise completing calculations under timed conditions using past T4 exams or mock exams from tuition providers (see section 4 for more details on this).

2. Commerciality

A sound commercial understanding of the company’s position and the industry in which it operates will help students gain marks in several criteria. By applying your commerciality you are better able to:

- focus on the right issues,
- prioritise them effectively,
- apply sound judgement when discussing the impact of an issue and when considering alternative courses of action, and
- reach logical and practical recommendations that are of value to the recipient.

In addition, there are five marks available within the ‘diversity’ criterion specifically for including a range of relevant real world examples to illustrate the points you are making.

Before looking at how to gain a sound commercial understanding, it is first worth considering what I mean by the term.

I feel that being ‘commercial’ is best thought of in two parts. Firstly it implies that you have a focus on profit; that you are able to consider the impact that an issue or an alternative course of action may have on profit in both the short and long-term. Secondly it implies an appreciation or awareness of context, the set of circumstances that surround the information. Context is given in the pre-seen material, the real-life industry and within the information provided in the exam hall. Context helps you consider the wider implications, not just the impact on profit. It enables you to gauge the reaction of different stakeholders and to identify practical solutions that will work.

Now we appreciate what is meant by the term ‘commercial’, I must address the harder question of how you obtain a commercial understanding. In part, the answer has already been given: Immersing yourself in the case information, becoming familiar with every paragraph of the pre-seen information and researching the industry will give you a comprehensive awareness of the issues and how they can be dealt with. When researching the industry, don’t just confine yourself to facts and figures about the
marketplace. Look at other operators, be it competitors or other companies up and down the supply chain. Also don’t neglect the wider context including what’s happening in the world of economics or politics.

Whenever you read anything, think about the potential implications on the company in your case. By training yourself to think ‘commercially’ outside the exam hall, you will significantly increase your chances of doing it on the day.

3. Communication

Within the ‘judgement’ criterion there are 20 marks available for discussing the impact of each issue and evaluating the alternative courses of action that could be taken. Additionally, within the ‘logic’ criterion there are 20 marks available for making clear recommendations on each issue, justifying why you are making this recommendation and explaining what actions are required to make the recommendation happen. However, your ability to score well in these critical areas does not just depend on the strength of your analysis or the depth of your commercial awareness; it could all lead to nothing if you are unable to communicate your thoughts and opinions effectively.

The importance attached to this skill by employers is demonstrated by the increased emphasis CIMA have given to communication within the new T4 exam when compared to TOPCIMA. As well as testing your ability to prepare a report (question 1(a)), the introduction of a smaller second requirement (question 1(b)) means students have to be able to demonstrate their skills across a broader range of applications. This second requirement is worth a further 10 marks, all of which are awarded within the ‘logic’ criterion.

Students should expect the second requirement to always relate to one of the issues they have covered in their report, although this is not restricted to a key business issue and could relate to an ethical issue. However, for 10 marks this should be regarded as far more than a ‘cut and paste’ exercise. To quote from the recently released Student Support Guide issued by CIMA, ‘Question 1(b) will require candidates to go beyond a re-statement of what has been produced within their answer to the relevant issue in question 1(a)’.

Don’t forget that it’s just as important to be commercial in your answer to question 1(b) as it is in 1(a).

4. Time management

Effective time management is a crucial skill when it comes to passing the T4 case study exam. 3 hours and 20 minutes is not a long time, especially when you consider everything that you have to get done. It is therefore important to have a plan that allocates your time between the various tasks and more importantly, be disciplined enough to stick to it.

Like any other exam, there are a finite number of marks available for each element. The only difference is that rather than an element being a sub-section of a bigger requirement, in the case study an element relates to an issue. Each issue will have a maximum number of judgement and logic marks that can be obtained. There will be more marks available for the key issues than for the minor issues; as a result you should start by identifying the key issues and then allocate your time evenly between them, aiming to achieve a balance within your report. You are unlikely to score well if you write four pages of ideas on one issue and then only half a page on another.

The other real robber of time in the exam is your calculations. I’ve already discussed why these are important so abandoning them to save time is not an option. Instead you must
ensure that all calculations performed add value to your analysis. You also need to carefully consider the layout and approach to your calculations, before you start them, to ensure you’re performing them in the most efficient way.

If you decide on your approach before you start you can save yourself precious time by ensuring your calculations deliver what you need as quickly as possible.

So, there we have my list of the four key skills needed to succeed in the CIMA case study exam. However, like any skill they must be mastered and this can only be done through practise; it is not good enough to just be aware of them.

My final tip therefore - whether you use practice mock exams from tuition providers or real past CIMA case study exams (available from the CIMA website), there is simply no substitute for completing as many practice exams as you can under timed conditions. It is only when faced with this pressure that you can be sure your skills are sufficiently developed to bring success.

More information on the areas covered in this article can be found in ‘A student’s guide to writing business reports’ by Zoe Robinson and Stuart Pedley-Smith; Kaplan Publishing (2010).
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